FMS Uniform Policy
Collared Shirts

Students will wear collared shirts

Solid colors BLACK – PURPLE – GREY
Logos

You can only wear collared shirts that are plain or with the Franklin Logo
Shirts

Students are not allowed to alter their collared shirts – no tying shirts into knots
Undershirts

Students can ONLY wear undershirts beneath their **collared shirts**

They must be **BLACK – PURPLE – GREY - WHITE**
Sweatshirts

All sweatshirts must be a SOLID color of black, grey, or purple and cannot have any logo except the Franklin Logo. Small logos that are not Franklin are no longer allowed.

Three types of sweatshirts allowed
ANY FRANKLIN ISSUED SWEATSHIRTS ARE ALLOWED Monday through Friday

The only print on a sweatshirt can be the Franklin Logo
You can ONLY wear black, purple, or grey
Sweatshirts

If you wear a crew neck or hoodie sweatshirt you must wear a collared shirt underneath.
NOT ALLOWED EXCEPT ON A NON-UNIFORM DAY
Uniform Pants/Shorts

Pants/Shorts must be a solid color of khaki, black or grey
PANTS THAT ARE NEVER ALLOWED

SWEAT PANTS

JEAN SWEAT PANTS

SO---NO PANTS MADE OUT OF SWEATPANT MATERIAL EVER!

LEGGINGS OR TIGHTS

NO GYM SHORTS
PANT RULES for both boys and girls

PANTS WITH HOLES ABOVE THE KNEE ARE NEVER ALLOWED

PANTS WITH HOLES AT THE KNEE OR BELOW ARE ONLY ALLOWED ON A NON-UNIFORM DAY AND YOU MUST WEAR LEGGINGS UNDERNEATH. (No skin)
PANTS ALLOWED ON A NON-UNIFORM DAY

Colored Jeans – NO RED or NAVY blue

STUDENTS CAN ONLY WEAR SHORTS THAT ZIP AND/OR BUTTON

Denim Jeans
Skirts ALLOWED

Skirts are allowed and cannot be higher than one inch above the knee. Must wear tights with all skirts and those tights need to be school colors.
SHOES THAT ARE NOT ALLOWED

Soled shoes or sandals must be worn at all times (no “bedroom” slippers or similar footwear)
THESE TYPES OF RED SHOES
NOT ALLOWED

How do I know what red shoes are ok? If red is covering most of the shoe that shoes is not allowed. These are examples of shoes you CANNOT wear. Remember PREDOMINATELY RED SHOES ARE A NO!
SHOES THAT ARE NOT PREDOMINATELY RED ARE ALLOWED
THESE TYPES OF BLUE SHOES NOT ALLOWED

How do I know what blue shoes are ok? If blue is covering most of the shoe that shoes is not allowed. These are examples of shoes you CANNOT wear. Remember PREDOMINATELY BLUE SHOES ARE A NO!
SHOES THAT ARE NOT PREDOMINATELY BLUE ARE ALLOWED
THINGS NEVER ALLOWED

No hats are permitted inside of the school building during the school day. If “hoodies” are worn, the hood may not be worn inside of the school (religious headwear exceptions).

Students are not allowed to wear their hoods on their head in the building.

Students cannot wear headbands on their forehead, only above the hairline.
No red or blue bandanas ever. Any color bandana cannot be draped on clothing or hanging out of a pocket or tied around arms or legs.
Back Packs Predominately Blue or Red Are Not Allowed
Headphones

Headphones are only allowed on your ears when watching academic videos in class. You are not allowed to walk through the hallways or sit in class during live instruction with your headphones on your ears or draped out the front of your sweatshirt.
Non-negotiable universal student dress code expectations

• Any clothing item or accessory that causes a disruption to school safety, personal safety and/or the learning environment may result in discretionary intervention by school administrators.

• Tattoos, clothing or accessories that display drugs, sexual innuendos, inappropriate language, alcohol, tobacco products or gang connotations are not permitted. Tattoos displaying any of these must be covered at all times.

• Sunglasses or dark glasses, absent a verified medical condition, are not to be worn or displayed inside of the school building.

• Trench coats are not permitted anywhere on school property.
Non-negotiable universal student dress code expectations

• No exposed undergarments.
• Inappropriately sheer, tight or low-cut clothing that bares or exposes traditionally private parts of the body including, but not limited to, the stomach, buttocks, back, breasts or cleavage is not permitted.
Non-negotiable universal student dress code expectations

• No team jerseys or belt buckles that display the numbers 13, 14, 18, 31, 41 or 81.
• No red or blue “Dickies” or “Southpole” brand pants, shorts or shirts.
• No shaved or notched eyebrows (absent a verified medical condition).
• No red or blue belts
Non-negotiable universal student dress code expectations

- No solid red or solid blue shirts (other than designated school uniforms). This includes red or blue shirts that have colored logos or print
The Ideal Uniform
Celebrate

• We want to celebrate you for making the decision to come to school everyday in uniform. Please be listening for the grade level competitions that will begin on Tuesday of next week.
Remember It Could Always Be Worse
Remember It Could Always Be Worse
Remember It Could Always Be Worse
Always Remember!!!

Every student matters and every moment counts